
Overwhelming Judgment of SCIENCE. 2013/10/19,25

＊Mathew 5:37,Let your word be "Yes,Yes,or"No,No:anything more than this comes

from the evil one.

＊2013 USA Inauguration Speech,by President Barack Obama.<XXX is by author>
http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/02/12/state-of-the-union-2013-full-text-obamas-speech-focuses-on-middle-class/

“Or we can choose to believe in the overwhelming judgment of science – and act before

it’s too late..................................But if Congress won’t act soon to protect future generations,

I will. I will ,I will direct my Cabinet to come up with executive actions we can take, now and

in the future, to reduce pollution, prepare our communities for the consequences of climate

change, and speed the transition to more sustainable sources of energy.”

＊"If the world is upside down the way it is now, wouldn't we have to turn it over to get it to

stand up straight?" -Eduardo Galeano http://upsidedownworld.org/main/

Do quick decision and actions against climate change crisis(CCC),or we would be extincted.
Then the decision must be scientifical.Because science can conclude most exact unique
truths.Most of people in the word has been not knowing the fatal facts determining our fate
in near deadly future.Because the elites has been interfering the accomplishing global

concentus to effective political and executive actions against the crisis.

[1]:Then most quick & decisive way to accomplish concentus is scientifical decision.
To tell from beginning,a science is action for determine truth unique.
Some tail end problem in science might be disputable,however pragmatical essential
basic ones are decisive for unique conclusion(overwhelming judgment by science).

http://www.777true.net/World-Wide-KO-Battle-Show-of-the-Supreme-HeavyClass-Championship-Decision.pdf

Any debate can be ended by KO game in certain way,which is proved here.All of disputes

has entirely been being caused false flags that cause disputes and wars of no settlements

at anyplace anytime in the world.The most matter that must be hated by most of us are

lie,false,fake and hiding that are caused from evil.

⑴As for some details of “super completeness of science”:
Scientifical truths in axiomatic system(theory) are unique(overwhelming
judgment),which was proved by Goedel’s completeness theorem(1929).This is called
science monument in 20th century. Incompleteness theorem(1931) is proved belonging to
statistics (probability)theory. Note statistical science describtion itself is determinism.
http://www.777true.net/Goedel-Chaos.pdf

http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/02/12/state-of-the-union-2013-full-text-obamas-speech-focuses-on-middle-class/
http://upsidedownworld.org/main/
http://www.777true.net/World-Wide-KO-Battle-Show-of-the-Supreme-HeavyClass-Championship-Decision.pdf


Incompleteness theorem states that in non-contradictional theory including natural number

theory,there is a proposition X that can not be determined(singularity with information loss).

See [2]:real example_1).Completeness theorem belong to determinism. Both theorems
can establish so to say a super completeness,which is nothing ,but .overwhelming
judgment of science even with uncertainty due to probabilitical describtion.
In other word,science in general both with determinism and probability-ism is possible
the most overwhelming judgment on truths in science..

⑵Mathematics including statistics theory is axiomatic.Physics could be axiomatic.
Chemistry is included in physics,thereby other natural science could be substantially
axiomatic,but most of those are not pragmatical in axiomatic formalism.Fluid equation in
climate science is called chaotic causing difficulty in long time prediction,which is due to
fluid turbulence caused by micro particle frictional collisions with probabilitical process..

⑶warning:someone told Godel’s incompleteness theorem proved being not proved by
science.This is entirely wrong.Science can be closed theory by determinism and
statistical theory.There is nothing,but the both.

⑷Then especially note zero probability means not nothing, but non observable in
quantum physics.This is extremely serious in quantum vaccum physics.See example_1.
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf

[2]:By without math formula,physicist must interpret and explain physics.
Above is a word by famous scientist,however author forget name. Certainly exact science
conclusions in general needs expert and amateur could not judge it.This fact causes a
frustration of unfair between minor science expert and majority amateur. In some critical

case, it might be dangerous.Thereby,easy understandable explanation for majority amateur
is necessary in general.Certainly it could not be complete in exactness,however,there could

always be certain effective way to make amateur understand scientifical facts

Then the key may be logic the most simple and primitive and the most supreme science.
Thereby amateur people should learn at least logic at first(author has a Japanese version).

Devil Mephisto recommends logic<Goethe,Faust,Tragedy Part 1,chapter study room2>

I recommend you lean logic at first,then your sprit would be disciplined sufficiently.....

Also the Bible recommends digital logic<see Mathew 5:37,at preface>

*Note public education in general has been neglecting the outrageous importance of logic.

http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf


real example_1):”0” is nothing and non-nothing simultaneously.
This is a typical example without expert knowledge.Can you tell the maximum natural

number in Natural Number Set＝{0,1,2,3,4,........}.It is infinity none can tell it exactly.
Someone told it any large M,however M+1 is natural number which is largen than M.

Infinity is not definite.Then can you tell what Z is ?.{1/1,1/2.1/3/1/4,.......,Z}.Maybe you tell it

zero. Certainly zero is smaller than any rational number 1/M.(M is definite natural number).

Then zero is definite as nothing.While you can tell it indefinite by 1/M where M is infinitive as

non definite.Therefore real number zero is definite and simultaneously indefinite.

Real number zero is contradictional.<0 is nothing and non-nothing>.
You never can tell definite something for something indefinite.This is just a logic. This

curious feature is due to non-observability for zero(nothing)in quantum physics concept.

⒜This rather curious conclusion become extremely serious for recognition on elementary

particles size which is zero in standard theory the most reliable in experiment and
theory.This interpretation is to be whole logical in every aspect in the theory.

⒝This is also a real example of Goedel’s Incompleteness Theorem.
There is a proposition X in a non-contradiction theory including natural number
theory,which can not determine X. Certainly infinity＝1/0 and 0 can’t be determined.

⒞This is just information loss(non-determining)introducing probability.Yes, so called
quantum particle(mechanics) is known as probabilitical dynamics.However none had

explained why quantum world is probabilitical,but not deterministic.
⒟The Uncertainty of Climate Prediction is due to the probabilitical cause.This is not
inability by scientist,but by cause from nature essence. Air flow is with massive perpetual

particle collisions which is probatilitical vanishing air flow trajectory(chaos in smoke flow).

real example_2):Who created this world ?!(without expert knowledge).
Before birth of egg,there was chicken,before chicken,there was egg ,............

If something had been,it not creation of universe,If nothing,nothing would be nothing forever.

If you would have been adhere so called causality low chain as above,you never can

recognize true cause of creation of universe.Then a possible decent answer is indefinite.
That is,noting information.Then note on “nothing would be nothing forever.Is it really all
right ??.Nothing is non-observable,as for which none can tell definite something.Yes it also
indefinite.Then unique possible answer is nothing,but nothing physical low-itself !!!.
So anything is possible in non-observable something.This is due to nothing,but just
almighty being(God).Thus original nothing can become none nothing instantly(Big Bang).

”0” is nothing and non-nothing simultaneously<real example_1>.Once non-nothing had
realized,then physical low was to rule universe creation process.



＊<knowledge in engineers,physicists>

From information theory(in communication engineering),nothing indefinite means

infinitive information measure,,.S＝∞,where S＝kBΣnωnln(1/ωn).

n is designation for possible events(states in Quantum-Physics).

However S is also entropy,so the infinity is to mean nothing evolution(the end).It is
inconvenient.But,there could be another information measure＝ΔS which means

statistical deviation of S-itself............. ΔS2＝kBΣnωn<ln(1/ωn)－S>
2.

Author could prove being of singular point of ΔS2＝∞ in general ,while S is finite

something.Then thermodynamics equation implies, ΔS＝ΔE/T＝∞,T＝temperature.

ΔE＝∞ implies infinitive energy fluctuation at Big Bang origin.
Thus nothing-information could imply mathematical singularity of the origin.

real example_3):The deadly climate science by interfering by the OIL Co.
This chapter [2] is extremely important,because,by occasion, major amateur people’s
honest observations on the scientifical judgment could be superior than IPCC’s view.

Australian and African were the first nations people who encountered climate change

disasters of strong droughts and floods devastated their foods products and social
infrastructures in 2000-era.Then at that time,Australian scientist warned CCC and even

suggested necessity of global climate governance for against the countermeasure.
http://www.forbes.com/sites/williampentland/2011/01/07/climate-scientists-deepening-skepticism-of-democracy/

However world climate society with the media did not respond their serious calling for. This

fact had caused rather tool late stance of IPCC.In 2013,recent years worsened climate in

everywhere in the world turned people to notice seriousness of CCC and their voices

became loud at last and the opportunist IPCC had then declared man made global warming

by strong probability. In such idle way as was,effective global countermeasure had yet not
executed. http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf

[3]:The reality recognition on the Science Societies in the world.
Without honest on truth,science could not be science.However,a human does always with

errors, there were many confusions in the past.From author’s experiences in relation with

science societies,he found many their confusions.However,if they have ear to hear from

others faith-fully without interfering from malicious exteriors( richest nobilities), they would
surely turn to be able to accomplish completeness in science. From view for coming future,

we must entirely support so as they could faith-fully accomplish exact results
(scientifical truths) by no concerning with who they were and what they did in the past.
If they would not respond the serious emergent calling,also they would be in hell.

http://www.forbes.com/sites/williampentland/2011/01/07/climate-scientists-deepening-skepticism-of-democracy/
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf


[4]:Judgment on “the global ruling” at now by the supremacism.
*This is a trial judgment by author,readers also try to accomplish the more completeness.

Conclusionaly to tell,if correct informations could be,the world now would be the other one.

In other words,this upside down world has been being ruled by strong illusions.
http://www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf

Those could be analyzed from logical symmetrical view.Following are written by experiential

observations by author himself and collected informations from many scripts and websites.

[4-1]:social science in structural view of logical concept factors.
⑴Historical fact::Who did what by how,for why,in where at when.
⒜Almost human history was sad VIOLENCE(wars)(robber&killer) with exchanging rulers.
⒝A singularity is revolution(democratizing) by (religion) which intend to vanish injustice.

⑵bio-phychological motive: want,violence vs love,peace.
⒜Most people is ruled by their wants(taking something ).Someone is ruled by
hegemonism(taking all=king).VIOLENCE(wars) is robber-ing and killing others who want
something against with each others.

⒝In the other hand,human want to to co-live(giving all=....).Religion is to control want,while
want amplify technology & wars in capitalism.
⑶Ideology(religion):aim of life,how to live,way of life,

⒜Ruling by theism is almost righteous,while atheism ruling is evil against the order.

The order ordered by God is people’s co-living,while the denying is wars(supremacism).
Righteous religion never could be established without massive concentus by
people,which could not be nothing,but hope of co-living by democratizing.

Moses the 10 commandment denying VIOLENCE(origin of religion).
It is just the liberation from barbarian VIOLENCE ruling to co-living equally in God.

The Bible,Ephesians. http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm

6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,

against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high

places. Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to

withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having your

loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness; And your feet

shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace; Above all, taking the shield of faith,

wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.

http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm


⒝ruling by atheism becomes disorder.
Ideology of American elite’s (the establishment)secret society Skull & Bonds is told

“do as you want in life,a death is mere becoming skull and bonds”.It’s also low-less and

loose.“people and nation are those who should be exploited by nobility supremacism”.

Or “perpetual struggling by setting enemy”.

Those are told to be due to Hoegel philosophy in 19th century feudalism Preusen. Bush Jr
is skull & bonds(kinship with UK imperial family)who conspired 9/11 the low-less inside job
aiming the Middle East invasion wars for reconstructing US military industry complex.

＊K.Millegan &A.Sutton,Fleshing out skull & bonds,Trineday LLC,2004,USA.

⑷Economy in restrictional natural and social environments.
⒜Due to want and working ,economy is producting and exchanging goods with money to
manage life in the restrictional natural and social environments.

⒝Money is decisive tools to satisfy want,so wants in CAPITALISM entirely and blindly

endeavor to save money.However all sum of bonds＝all sum of debt in finance theorem.
The above equation reveals peoples strong delusion for view on monetary assets.
http://www.777true.net/Zero-Sum-Theorem.pdf

⒞Inadaptability by excess adaptability
In capitalism regime,too much doing is much worse than doing nothing.Money can gain

money by investment for growing markets..Consequently the growth with endless wants
has been agitated in CAPITALISM regime,which now turn crippling to global biggest

economy depression with fatal CCC against most of people..It’s outrageous fatal failure.

Even though people now has been wishing the recovery(strong delusion to global
perishing by climate collapse due to massive consuming CO2 in the capitalism).

http://www.777true.net/THE-ECONOMY-NEVER-WILL-RECOVER-AGAIN.pdf

⒟Capitalism,money can gain money had caused strong separation between rich and poor.

Then minor rich becomes fear for being of overwhelming major poor in the world. This is
origin of strong propaganda against anti-communism,socialism with insidious and cruel

depopulation plan (wars,famine,environmental collapse & plagues)by the elites.
＊Revolution is more terrible than defeating war !(F.Konoe Japan Emperor family).

http://tamutamu2011.kuronowish.com/konoejyousoubunn.htm

＊In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to return as a deadly virus, in order to

contribute something to solve overpopulation. .........Prince Philpp(UK imperial).

http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html

http://www.777true.net/Zero-Sum-Theorem.pdf
http://www.777true.net/THE-ECONOMY-NEVER-WILL-RECOVER-AGAIN.pdf

http://tamutamu2011.kuronowish.com/konoejyousoubunn.htm
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html


＊Three Articles For Mass-Distribution: Rockefeller Depopulation Plans Exposed

http://www.infowars.com/three-articles-for-mass-distribution-rockefeller-depopulation-plans-

exposed/

⒠In order to accomplish effective countermeasure on CCC,
global rationing regime is inevitable !!!.

Because emergent CO2 reduction is more than 80% with simultaneously saving foods for

global people,and emergent Arctic cooling geo-engineering to stop Methane Catastrophe is

also absolutely necessary,which never be accomplished without strong global regime

establishment by massive global concentus.It could be also a planed economy by

nationalized employment for saving all people’s life. None is jobless.Enterprise do not
pay to employee’s ,but tax instead.<this is an opinion requiring exact synthesis>
http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL.RAMADAN.pdf

This is far from completion,but author wish many try to synthesis the operation by more
accuracy.

⑸Technology(military one):

Those are tools invention stimulated by want,some of which in non carbon energy could
turn the upside down world ??!!.

http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf

⑹POLITICS(regime by ideology-economy-police_military power(VIOLENCE)):
⒜recognition on USA situation at now.
In the capitalism regime ,substantially plutocracy politics has been ruling the now world.
It is very simple that people are to follow those who give money(rich followers⒞),which is to

establish plutocracy.If the ruler are selfish enough,they endeavor to conserve and to grow
their regime(power succession by hereditary and monopolizing market).This is the origin
of generation of nobility hereditary class ruling this upside down world. In the matte of
course,they had known well generating many enemies who hate them in capitalism

competition and exploitation against massive lower class people.USA ruler have been

fearing those ,so they made watch dogs and guard-men(CIA-military industry complex) in

order to research & develop insidious and clever skills for conserving their monopoly
regime(invisible emperor regime as supremacism) by their wealth and tax by nation
people.Those are all VIOLENCE RULING against ordinal moral and rationality.

http://www.infowars.com/three-articles-for-mass-distribution-rockefeller-depopulation-plans-exposed/
http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL.RAMADAN.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf


Ⅰ:anti-communism-socialism(＝>anti-climate policy).
Above are brain washing for nation people by strong superior complex against (former
communism nations) and the other nations due to past strong American Prosperity after
the war.Now the prosperity had severely turned.Even though the strong tradition has been
still dominant in most of nation people. Now it could be seen in dispute between democrats

and republic parties for Obama care(national health insurance system which is ordinal in

most of nation).It’s remarkable supremacism revealing in conservative American thoughts.

Medicare is for rich,but not for poor. Strong American Capitalism Belief in conservative is
nothing,but this supremacism denying to co-living .

*Certainly “Obama care ,gun control,and climate policy ” are unprecedent challenge

against traditional American conservatism.In this meaning ,Obama is very rare,precious
American revolutionalist whom democrat American has been long for. However unless

becoming the most world revolutionalist with strong collaborators and massive

supporters,USA(world )could not be saved in global climate crisis the final judgment !!.

Ⅱ:.Outrageous prosperity had turned people strong vanity one(unconscious competition
with others). They seems to take very care on appearance(in high society).An rich American

confessed that their consuming trend had become toward vanity only when they noticed.

This trend is also same for rich Japanese.Therefore they tend to hate talking about private

disgraceful topics enabling unite by confessing common weak points with each other.
Strong obsession for gun possession in USA is a remarkable evidence that reveals society

of “distrust others”. Those are called ruling by dividend.

Ⅲ:To turn people’s hatred against ultra rich elites,they operate people’s concern for
consuming,sport,sex,and screen or perpetual sad news on internal disasters,disputes,and

deadly crimes The decisive is war making in abroad.This is main task of media(education).
They are entirely no repentance on low-less and terribly cruel invasion wars against other
nations. It’s remarkable symptom of shizopherenia. By such them,the world is ruling.

Ⅳ:In order to relax peoples political frustrations,someone propose movement to absorb and

moderate their radical original opinions,but not to realize political result(intentional failure)

Ⅴ:Lecture on Group Stalker(Japanese language).
http://gangstalkerstext.web.fc2.com/

In order to harass political activist to frame up criminal or spiritual disease,they operate
home and street special stage with many actors.This software is told developed in USA.

http://gangstalkerstext.web.fc2.com/


There is awful case that whole of city(nation) is almost the special stage with massive

actors.Those actor are conscious and unconscious CIA agents.It could be called grid-less
prison with insidious and cruel torte.

Ⅵ:Low-less watching and invisible terror against political activists.This American
character has been due to CIA-Military industry complex the NAZIS reincarnated.

Evidently those are all abnormal “VIOLENCE DEVICES” for low-less ruling !!!.
Commonsense in USA is anti-commonsense in the other nations.The strong superior

complex of American has been causing the strong delusion. Awaken American !!!.

Ⅶ:By knowing enemy and ownself,even 100times fights would be no defeat<Sunzu>.
They say,never interfere domestic problem of other nation,however USA is substantially
default nation both in monetary and moral.So creditor nations could not stopt to interfere.
However high pride American would not admit easily such situation.Some Americans are

extremely conservative ,while most of American seems flexible enough to accept serious

realities of now world and could turn upside down America by own will. Then American

political taboos(also conservative EU,...){Ⅰ,...,Ⅵ}at now must be emergently reformed. The

era has been becoming worse and worse toward hell.

America the Pest by MIKE WHITNEY,October 02, 2013
http://www.counterpunch.org/2013/08/14/the-wishful-thinking-left/

[4-2]:Who has been ruling this upside down world ?!.
By knowing enemy and ownself,even 100times fights would be no defeat<Sunzu>.

⑴Who has been ruling this upside down world ?!.
Frankly to tell, conspiracy theory of ruling the world by some sect is right. However It is not

Jew,but substantially USA-EU nobility and ultra rich sect now called Bilderberg Group.
http://www.bilderbergmeetings.org/index.php

http://www.wikileaks.org/wiki/Category:Bilderberg_Group

http://www.bilderberg.org/bildhist.htm
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-true-story-of-the-bilderberg-group-and-what-they-may-be-planning-now/13808

http://www.911sharethetruth.com/

http://www.911truth.org/

http://www.crystalinks.com/skullbones.html

http://www.counterpunch.org/2013/08/14/the-wishful-thinking-left/
http://www.bilderbergmeetings.org/index.php
http://www.wikileaks.org/wiki/Category:Bilderberg_Group
http://www.bilderberg.org/bildhist.htm
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-true-story-of-the-bilderberg-group-and-what-they-may-be-planning-now/13808
http://www.911sharethetruth.com/
http://www.911truth.org/
http://www.crystalinks.com/skullbones.html


＊Gary,Allen,None Dare Call it Conspiracy,Concord Press,California,USA

＊Gary,Allen,The Rockefeller File,’76 Press,Georgia,USA.

＊K.Millegan & A.Sutton,Fleshing Out Skull & Bones,Trineday.LLC,USA,2003

It is the reincarnated NAZIS.To tell from the very beginning,it was initiated by prince

Bernhard(Netherlands,1956)ordered by the ultra rich Rockefeller with UK imperial.
Bernhard was once NAZIS member,while Rockefeller supported NAZIS establishment.

The Ghost of NAZIS.<must read,but followings are Japanese language>
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA6F_hc/_floorA6F_hc.html

NAZIS's madness(This special site can not be clicked directly form Mansion of Hebrew)

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/_floorB1F_nazis_X.html

Hitler's marvelous Predictions
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#04

NAZIS and Secret Societies.
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA5F/_floorA5F_hSS.html

Mansion of Hebrew
http://hexagon.inri.client.jp/floorA0F/_floorA0F.html

To tell NAZIS in a word,it’s entirely a supremacism toward hegemonism by VIOLENCE.
It’s entirely atheism rejecting religion preaching on co-living in equal in God.

⑵What is their final purpose ?!.

⒜Operation EndGame:
The ruler(Prince Philpp,Rockefeller,...)in the world has been wishing depopulation(see
below sites).Since they has been hating people due to obsession for fear of their status
decline.A middle class managers(entrepreneurs and other elites) has been follow the
boss,which may be ensemble synchronous paralyzing to neglect inconvenient facts.
(economy,deadly climate collapse).A reason may be strong watching and interference
for their political behaviour.Also they has been worry on their high status decline.

It is almost 100% certain that unless emergent global countermeasure,climate would
become more wild as years goes on toward final fireball earth by Arctic Methane
Catastrophe within few decades.That is,most of lives on the earth would be extincted at
last.It would be unprecedential and outrageous cruel world which you must,must imagine.
Also imagine what is those who has been hiding this outrageous inconvenient facts.

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA6F_hc/_floorA6F_hc.html
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/_floorB1F_nazis_X.html
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#04
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA5F/_floorA5F_hSS.html
http://hexagon.inri.client.jp/floorA0F/_floorA0F.html


＊For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they

can engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the

“elites” to live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading

filmmaker ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation

ENDGAME.

http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho

＊In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to return as a deadly virus, in order to

contribute something to solve overpopulation. .........Prince Philpp(UK imperial).
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html

＊Three Articles For Mass-Distribution:Rockefeller Depopulation Plans Exposed

http://www.infowars.com/three-articles-for-mass-distribution-rockefeller-depopulation-plans-

exposed/

⒝The Counter Operation＝Operation Global Ramadan against Climate Collapse.
See [4-1]:⑷⒠In order to accomplish effective countermeasure on CCC,
global rationing regime is inevitable !!!.

http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL.RAMADAN.pdf

Above all,this decisive operation must emergently be synthesized concretely by global
abilities.For the aim,throughly honest recognition on the deadly world is emergent.

Coarsely to tell,its a world where they say “it’s best that everyone scarcely could eat”.

Top priority is global countermeasure for establishing climate stability.Above all,Arctic
cooling geo-engineering is fatal to stop Methane Catastrophe causing global
extinction.So long as preventing the catastrophe,lives on earth could be by anyhow.

Of-course massive carbon sinking by more than 80% carbon reduction is also fatal to stop

temperature rise. Once global people had been awaken on the fatal crisis,.they would
reveal something extra-ordinal abilities to avert the crisis.It is just this hope that author
has been long for.

http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html
http://www.infowars.com/three-articles-for-mass-distribution-rockefeller-depopulation-plans-exposed/
http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL.RAMADAN.pdf


⑶Now what is going on in this upside down world. ?!

Now we must recognize facts at now and synthesis actions in following way.


